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Abstract: This paper presents a new method for steganography detection in network protocols.
The method is based on a multilayer approach for the selective analysis of derived and aggregated
metrics utilizing machine learning algorithms. The main objective is to provide steganalysis
capability for networks with large numbers of devices and connections. We discuss considerations
for performance analysis and present results. We also describe a means of applying our method for
multilayer detection of a popular RSTEG (Retransmission Steganography) technique.
Keywords: steganography; network security; steganography detection; steganalysis; machine
learning; big data; IoT; pattern mining

1. Introduction
Network steganography has recently gained considerable attention in the scientific community.
Many new methods have been developed, and many more will be developed in the near future [1] as
new network protocols are constantly being developed. This paper focuses solely on the detection of
steganography techniques that operate at the network protocol level.
With the growing number of devices in networks, including IoT, network steganography detection
faces new challenges in terms of both accuracy and performance [2]. To be performed effectively,
steganography needs to operate:
•
•

In line with analyzed network traffic;
In near real-time regimes.

If detection is performed off-line or if it causes too much latency, there will be more traffic waiting to
be analyzed than can actually be analyzed. Performance optimization is the main focus of the research
described here since the main application of network steganography is real-time communication [3,4].
Some of the accurate detection methods tailored for specific network steganography techniques
cannot be effectively implemented in real-time regimes because excessive computing and/or memory
resources are needed [5]. This makes us question the overall accuracy of such methods since they are
unable to analyze high-throughput traffic in a multi-host environment.
In this paper, we present a new method to introduce a compromise between detailed packet
inspection and optimal detection performance. Our motivation is to provide a generic method that
orchestrates network steganography detection in real-time regime, making it possible to implement
in multi-host environments that generate high-throughput traffic. As a part of the method, we have
presented a steganalysis layer selection method that provides an intelligent selection of steganalysis
algorithms, preserving the balance between resource consumption and detection performance. To the
authors’ best knowledge, this is the first generic network steganography detection method that utilizes
a top-down approach for a detection method selection algorithm to ensure optimal computation
resource allocation.
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Header and payload analysis [7], including analysis of Verification Tags values; comparison
between values of Maximum Inbound Streams sent by “normal” users (users who do not use
steganography) and suspicious users; comparison between values of Stream Sequence Number
sent by “normal” users (users who do not use steganography) and suspicious users; checking
the value of Payload Stream Identifier; analysis of a_rwnd values and sizes of received chunks;
analysis of the average number of duplicated chunks; analysis of Shared Key Identifier values;
analysis of Padding Data; checking the existence of IP addresses that are sent in these parameters;
comparison between values of the Heartbeat Info Parameter sent by a regular user (a user who
do not use steganography) and a suspicious user; analysis of RandomNumber; comparison
between values of ASCONF-Request Correlation ID sent by a regular user and a suspicious user.
The methods presented above are dedicated to all packet modification techniques, including
payload modification, header modification, and hybrid techniques.
Header checksum observation [8], including checksum comparison for retransmitted IEEE 802.11
frames. If the checksum differs for the same payload and header and such observations are
frequent, it is likely that a steganographic technique like HICCUPS has been utilized. The method
is dedicated to header modification steganographic techniques.
Observation of selected primary or derived features of header data [9], which includes observation
of the least significant bit of the TCP sequence number. The method is dedicated to header
modification steganographic techniques.
For stream modification techniques, several detection methods have been described, including:

•
•

•

A multi-agent approach for observing network traffic time parameters, and intelligent correlation
of observed meta-histograms utilizing trained machine learning algorithms [10].
Analysis of inter-packet delays sequence distribution in multiple dimensions: distribution shape,
data variation rule, data statistics. The method proposes an analysis of polarization characteristics,
autocorrelation characteristics and clustering characteristics of the above features [11].
Statistical analysis of selected metrics, header field comparison, and random number analysis [8].
There also exist steganalysis methods designed for hybrid steganographic techniques, including:

•

•

•

MoveSteg [12], which is a method for detecting an endpoint from which hidden information is
transmitted by analyzing a distribution of delay between consecutive packets as well as delay
statistical metrics.
The RSTEG (Retransmission Steganography) detection method [5,13], which is based on outlier
detection of selected metrics, such as a retransmission ratio. Detection based on a retransmitted
segment payload comparison is also proposed.
The LACK (Lost Audio PaCKets) detection method [14], which is based on observation and outlier
detection of RTP (Real-time Transport Protocol) segment delay.

Some generic methods for steganalysis operating on high-level aggregated metadata have
been proposed:
•
•

•

•

Data mining and anomaly detection in various metrics for distributed network covert channel
detection [15].
A framework that utilizes a statistical approach for monitoring of selected metrics and anomaly
detection in statistical measures, including non-linear chaotic data [2]. The framework analyzes
detected outliers and provides a probability of data leakage.
A deep-learning approach for the detection and classification of covert channels. The method
requires a data set comprised of covert communication, which can include a mix of various
steganographic techniques [16].
Detection method based on network traffic visualization [17], in which a fundamental design
principle of the anomaly detection approach is the lack of direct, linear time dependencies for the
created network traffic visualizations.
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In addition, several generic methods for steganalysis have been proposed for steganogram
detection in digital media. However, these methods apply for a different range of data-hiding
techniques (digital images/media) that are outside the scope of this research. Those methods include:
•
•
•
•

A supervised learning-based steganalysis [18], which requires a training phase to learn classification
rules to further classify digital data utilizing deep learning algorithms.
A simple image comparison and its metadata, such as file size, to extract a steganogram [19].
Utilizing Bayes classifier for observation of peak frequency in audio signals [20],
Utilizing a sliding window and a convolutional neural network for steganalysis in audio
transmission [21].

All told, the existing literature on network steganography detection focuses on countermeasures
and methods for the detection of newly described steganography techniques rather than a generic
approach, with exceptions described above.
The generic method described in this paper provides a framework for the utilization of various
steganalysis methods at once. The method requires the use of other existing network steganography
detection methods for optimum effectiveness. The proposed method's main novelty is providing
a capability for intelligent selection of best-fit steganalysis methods for analyzed network traffic to
maintain optimal resource utilization. While some of the existing methods provide a generic approach
to steganography detection, none of those methods provide a unified cooperation model for utilizing
other methods.
3. Multilayer Network Steganography Detection
3.1. Method Description
The core concept for our proposed method of network steganography detection is multilayer
steganalysis and intelligent detection method selection based on packet classification and optimal
resource utilization. We propose a top-down approach for a detection method selection algorithm
as it ensures optimal computation resource allocation. In such an approach, we prefer high-layer
metrics analysis over methods operating on low-level data (which would require more resources)
unless high-level analyzers identify suspicious network traffic.
As shown in Figure 3, the first step is a packet capture (101), which acquires a single network
packet from a hardware resource, such as a network card. The next step is feature extraction (102),
which is the first stage of building a data model. Extracted features may include protocol headers
and other derived data that can be calculated in near real-time. Extracted features serve as an input
for metrics aggregation (103) and steganalysis layer selection (104). Metrics aggregation modules
provide derived metrics operating on various aggregation layers. The scope of the metrics and
calculation algorithms is determined by the steganalysis method(s) for which the method is to be
applied. Examples of the metrics aggregation may include aggregated data counters, port utilization,
etc. The main assumption for metrics aggregation is that high-layer metrics computation should
consume fewer resources and take less time than the computation of low-layer metrics, as shown
in Figure 4. We named the lowest-layer metrics “1st layer aggregated metrics” and the highest-layer
metrics “Nth layer aggregated metrics.”
The calculated metrics and features extracted from each packet serve as input for steganalysis
layer selection (104), which determines the optimal steganalysis layer. We discuss the steganalysis
layer selection in Section 3.2.
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for mining a predefined number of clusters of network devices, the FP-growth algorithm for frequent
pattern mining, and an optimized SVM (Support-Vector Machine) trainer [23] for classification.
3.3. Applicability
Our proposed method can be applied to optimize the detection of the most known network
steganography techniques shown in Figure 2. The spectrum of detected steganographic techniques
relies on network steganography detection methods utilized by the presented multilayer detection
method. In Table 1, we outline the potential advantages and disadvantages of applying our multilayer
network steganography detection method to each group of techniques.
Table 1. Applicability of detection method.
Group of Techniques

Method Applicability

Packet Modification

Network steganography techniques belonging to this group are relatively easy to
detect without utilizing significant resources. Applying our proposed method for
this group may introduce unnecessary overhead for high-layer steganalysis.

Stream Modification

Detection of network steganography techniques belonging to this group needs
significantly more resources to monitor network traffic. Applying our proposed
method for this group provides value by optimizing and narrowing the range of
detection methods used in the described top-down approach.

Hybrid

Detection of network steganography methods belonging to this group needs at
least as many resources as stream modification methods. Applying our proposed
method for this group provides value by optimizing and narrowing the range of
detection methods used in the described top-down approach.

Based on the above findings, we suggest limiting the use of our method to stream modification
and hybrid network steganography detection.
4. Case Study
4.1. Experiment Scope and Methodology
To measure the crucial features of the proposed method, we decided to perform an experiment by
applying the method to a chosen network steganographic technique. The main need was to evaluate
steganalysis time and its characteristics. To perform accurate measurements, we needed to choose a
steganographic technique that has the following features:
•
•
•
•

There exists a detection method that compares raw network traffic;
There exists a detection method that operates on the 1st layer of aggregated metrics;
There exists a detection method that operates on the 2nd layer of aggregated metrics;
The method preferably operates under the application layer.

The above set of features ensures that the proposed method application is best utilized and
operates on at least three layers. In our opinion, applying the proposed method to any steganographic
technique satisfying the requirements above should provide performance gains, depending on the
chosen steganalysis methods on each layer. Given the requirements, we chose to apply our method to
RSTEG (retransmission steganography) [5,13,24]. The application to RSTEG detection provides us a
set of steganalysis methods, presented in the literature, that can operate on aggregated metrics as well
as raw data.
The main idea of RSTEG is to not acknowledge a successfully received packet in order to
intentionally invoke retransmission. The retransmitted packet carries a steganogram instead of user
data in the payload field [5]. Although RSTEG is intended for a broad class of protocols that utilize
retransmission mechanisms, we chose to conduct the experiment on hidden communication detection
in TCP/IP networks.
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The objective of our case study is to document the performance of network steganography
detection utilizing steganalysis method(s) individually and in the multilayer approach presented in
this paper. Various RSTEG steganalysis methods can be implemented using a passive warden [25]
in the architecture we describe in Section 4.2. We proposed detection methods and assigned them to
particular layers.
We measured packet processing time to determine the effectiveness of the method. We divided
the experiment into two parts:
1.
2.

Communication capture;
Capture analysis.

Processing time was measured between the times the warden started and finished analyzing
captured traffic. All measurements were performed on ~100 MB chunks of ~5 GB of captured network
traffic on a virtual machine with a single CPU and 2 GB of RAM. Each measurement was repeated
10 times to provide average results.
4.2. RSTEG Steganalysis Methods
The most effective methods for RSTEG communication in TCP/IP networks are based either on
payload comparison or anomaly detection in derived stream metrics, i.e.:
1.
2.
3.

Comparison of the retransmitted and original payload;
Anomaly detection in the number of retransmissions for an individual connection;
Anomaly detection in the number of retransmissions for an individual device.

4.2.1. Comparison of the Retransmitted and Original Payload
The method of detection based on a comparison of retransmitted and original payload operates
on the assumption that every retransmitted TCP segment should have a similar payload to the original
one. Any outliers can be safely assumed to be carrying steganograms.
Processing and memory requirements for this method are excessive [5] and limit the method’s
application to selected network connections only. Required resources scale with the amount of
transmitted data and the number of network connections.
Based on the above description, we assign this method to the “Raw Data Steganalysis” layer.
4.2.2. Anomaly Detection in a Number of Retransmissions for an Individual Connection
Anomaly detection in a number of retransmissions for an individual connection requires the
following operations to be performed:
1.
2.
3.

Determining whether an individual packet is retransmitted;
Determining the TCP segment retransmission ratio for an individual network connection;
Outlier detection in the TCP segment retransmission ratio for an individual network connection.

Based on the fact that all of the above steps operate on a packet’s extracted features and aggregated
metrics, we assign this method to the first layer.
4.2.3. Anomaly DETECTION in a number of Retransmissions for an Individual Device
The method of anomaly detection in a number of retransmissions for an individual device is similar
to the method presented above but operates in a broader scope. In this approach, the retransmission
ratio for all network device traffic is determined, and outliers are detected.
Based on the fact that this method operates in a higher layer of aggregated metrics, we assign this
method to the second layer.
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4.3. Architecture
We conducted the experiment utilizing the following architecture for data capture and
further investigation.
The architecture presented in Figure 6 comprises two endpoints: Alice (303) and Bob (311), who
have established an RSTEG channel and are exchanging steganograms, among other network traffic.
Bob’s endpoint
resides
a local network (310) in which all network traffic goes through the core
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4.4. Results

The architecture presented in Figure 6 comprises two endpoints: Alice (303) and Bob (311), who
To provide an overview of multilayer steganalysis method performance, we measured the
have established an RSTEG channel and are exchanging steganograms, among other network traffic.
processing time for the methods applied in each layer as well as the total processing time required by
Bob’s endpoint resides in a local network (310) in which all network traffic goes through the core
our method. Each measurement was performed using the methodology described in Section 4.1.
router (312). The core router sends a copy of all traffic to the passive warden (313). Communication
As shown in Table 2, an increased ratio of retransmissions in the network causes an increase in
coming from other network devices (314) not necessarily involved in steganographic
processing time despite the chosen method(s). Processing time increases significantly for lower layers
communication
is also analyzed.
of steganalysis methods, including raw data steganalysis.
4.4. Results
To provide an overview of multilayer steganalysis method performance, we measured the
processing time for the methods applied in each layer as well as the total processing time required
by our method. Each measurement was performed using the methodology described in section 4.1.
As shown in Table 2, an increased ratio of retransmissions in the network causes an increase in
processing time despite the chosen method(s). Processing time increases significantly for lower
layers of steganalysis methods, including raw data steganalysis.
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Table 2. Steganalysis performance.
Ratio of
Retransmissions (%)
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steganalysis.
In Figure 9, we show the steganalysis time for second-layer steganalysis in the retransmission
ratio domain. Second-layer steganalysis involves selectively directing network traffic to first-layer
steganalysis as well as raw data steganalysis. In our application, the method analyzes the retransmission
ratio in the context of an individual network device, then directs outlier devices to the method that
analyzes network connections and directs outlier traffic to payload comparison for retransmitted
segments (raw data steganalysis).
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Ratio of
Ratio of
retransmissions
(%)
Retransmissions (%)

Raw Steganalysis
Raw Steganalysis
Time
(s)
Time (s)

1st Layer Detection
1st Layer Detection
Gain
(%)
Gain (%)

11
22
3
3
4
45
5

2.79
4.50
4.50
4.63
4.63
5.91
5.91
6.54
6.54

526%
526%
506%
506%
349%
349%
568%
568%
325%
325%

2nd Layer
Detection
Gain
2nd
Layer Detection
Gain
(%)(%)
6552%
6552%
3861%
3861%
2956%
2956%
4716%
4716%
4666%
4666%

Figure 10. Steganalysis performance gain.

5. Conclusions
5. Conclusions
Multilayer steganography detection is a method that utilizes a top-down approach for network
Multilayer steganography detection is a method that utilizes a top-down approach for network
steganography detection and introduces an intelligent choice of steganographic methods applied to
steganography detection and introduces an intelligent choice of steganographic methods applied to
specific network traffic. As a part of the method, we have presented a steganalysis layer selection
specific network traffic. As a part of the method, we have presented a steganalysis layer selection
method that provides an intelligent selection of steganalysis algorithms, preserving the balance between
method that provides an intelligent selection of steganalysis algorithms, preserving the balance
resource consumption and detection performance. To the authors’ best knowledge, this is the first
between resource consumption and detection performance. To the authors’ best knowledge, this is
generic network steganography detection method that utilizes a top-down approach for a detection
the first generic network steganography detection method that utilizes a top-down approach for a
method selection algorithm to ensure optimal computation resource allocation.
detection method selection algorithm to ensure optimal computation resource allocation.
We have described the method’s concept and its key components and discussed the method’s
We have described the method’s concept and its key components and discussed the method’s
applicability for network steganography detection in the context of known data-hiding methods.
applicability for network steganography detection in the context of known data-hiding methods. We
We also considered steganography detection in real networks in a wider context. The method
also considered steganography detection in real networks in a wider context. The method requires
requires the use of other existing network steganography detection methods for optimum effectiveness.
the use of other existing network steganography detection methods for optimum effectiveness. The
The main novelty of the proposed method is providing a capability for intelligent selection of the best-fit
main novelty of the proposed method is providing a capability for intelligent selection of the best-fit
steganalysis method for analyzed network traffic to maintain optimal resource utilization. Other generic
steganalysis method for analyzed network traffic to maintain optimal resource utilization. Other
detection methods presented so far do not provide orchestration for network steganography detection.
generic detection methods presented so far do not provide orchestration for network steganography
We applied our method for the detection of the RSTEG data-hiding method, presented the
detection.
proposed detection techniques and assigned them to specific layers. The results demonstrated the
We applied our method for the detection of the RSTEG data-hiding method, presented the
method’s performance gain over the steganalysis of raw network data. The presented characteristics
proposed detection techniques and assigned them to specific layers. The results demonstrated the
of performance gain lead us to the conclusion that the method’s application for real-time steganalysis
is promising as it introduces a non-linear increase in processing time.
We suggest the following areas of future research:
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Performance scaling of required resources;
Application of the method to other network steganography techniques;
Application of the method to steganography detection in a broader context not tied to
TCP/IP networks.
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